Craig Hanson's stimulating book tackles a range of historical issues that are both fascinating and challenging. All the nouns in his title refer to difficult concepts and highly charged ideas. His goal is to provide a new account of the 'virtuoso' in seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century England. These were 'erudite individuals with solid grounding in the classics, deep appreciation for the arts, and sincere curiosity for the natural world', according to the book's cover. Many of them were medical men. Thus a range of individuals from William Harvey to Richard Mead are discussed in order to assess their ideas about, for example, the classics, antiquities, collecting, the visual arts both in theory and in practice, and the human body in health and disease.

There have been a number of studies of this broad terrain, but this one is distinctive in a number of respects. For instance, it covers a long period of time from the early Stuart court to the 1750s---Richard Mead died in 1754, and the last chapter is devoted to him. However, Hanson presents not one continuous narrative but three historical moments. It is true that the chapters and even the parts of chapters have an episodic character, but *The English Virtuoso*, covers a lot of ground and mentions many of the key medical figures of the period. Yet, arguably the volume's hero is the Royal Society, with its commitment to 'empiricism', and above all its History of Trades project. This project is a figure for questions and relationships that run through the book as a whole. They include attempts to think about the production of knowledge and artefacts, and those who make them. Hanson is particularly interested in what would now be called art theory: early accounts in English of how painting, engraving, drawing and so are done, how these activities relate to others, such as the practice of medicine, and the ways in which works of art are to be judged.

The serious attention he pays to authors on the visual arts such as William Aglionby and William Salmon, both medical practitioners, if of markedly different kinds, is extremely valuable. When Hanson examines Christopher Wren and John Evelyn, he traces their medical preoccupations. Although he necessarily spends a significant amount of time tracing biographical connections and teasing out the implications of acts of patronage, he also offers close textual readings. The section on 'Medical Texts and Art Metaphors' (pp. 121--5) is a case in point, as is chapter four, which concerns 'Antiquarianism and the Empirical Legacy of Don Quixote', where Hanson also considers English illustrations to the book. Yet, on the whole, there is surprisingly little close and sustained interpretation of visual materials. Not only would more have been useful for readers, demonstrating the value of a rigorous art-historical perspective to those in other fields, but it would also have been helpful to have the illustrations more fully integrated into the text. Thus, Alexander Pope is mentioned a few times, but his portrait by Charles Jervas, reproduced on page 14, is not made to earn its keep.

*The English Virtuoso* is a nicely produced book, good value for money, and containing some valuable materials and ideas. For example, Hanson usefully brings together a great deal of what is known about Richard Mead. But it does have some shortcomings. I am certainly persuaded that there is much to explore in the relationships between medical practitioners and artists, and between their respective domains of activity, which also drew in collectors, patrons and natural philosophers. But I wonder whether it is now important to consider, in a comparative spirit, the role of other domains, such as lawyers and law, in the hope of revealing what is, or perhaps is not, special about medics and medicine with respect to the visual arts. Furthermore, I am not convinced by the approach to 'empiricism' adopted here. On the final page, Joseph Wright's paintings are invoked as 'perhaps the most compelling examples of this virtuosic tradition in the second half of the \[eighteenth\] century' (p. 197). The brief account that follows misleads in claiming that in Wright's work 'the natural philosopher and the antiquary are presented as heroes, and erudition is elevated to epic proportions'. This area of scholarship has recently been transformed by interdisciplinary work so it is disappointing to find Hanson repeating uncritically an unsatisfactory account of the relations between the visual arts and natural knowledge when his own work is striving to promote fresh perspectives.
